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HP 1000 Gomputer
Higher-Performance
Systems
Thehigherperformancecomesfrom new technologies,
includingnew processors,
faster16KRAMsemiconductor
memories,and a new operatingsystem.
by RodneyK. Juncker

p 1000 COMPUTER SYSTEMS, first introduced
If
llin
late 1976,1 are designed to give the user a
choice of preconfigured nucleus systems that are
easy to use, easily adapted to user applications,
accurately specified, and easily supported and maintained. Instead of having to build a system from a vast
array of hardware assemblies and software modules,
the user can choose a nucleus system that offers a
tested and documented starting point for any application effort.
HP 1000 Systems are based on HP 1.000Computers
(formerly 21MX ComputersJ and the real-time executive (RTE) operating system. Because the application
areas for these systems are extremely varied and cannot be covered by a single system, a family plan was
established, defining a range of systems suited to
different applications.
The family starts with a low-cost system able to run
applications programs under RTE control and provides an economically sound path for expansion to
larger systems. The expansion path not only allows
for the conversion of the starter system to a more
powerful member of the family but also allows for the
interconnection of a large number of family members
to form a network.2 With these capabilities, a user can
solve almost any problem in almost any application
area.
New HP 1000 Systems
Two new systems have now been added to the
upper end of the HP 1000 family. These systems,
Models 40 and 45, feature a new real-time executive
operating system, RTE-IV, that manages up to 64
programs simultaneously and handles data arrays as
large as two megabytes. The Model 45 System is
based on a new version of the HP 1000 Computer,
designated the F-Series. Its hardware floating point

Cover: An HP 1000 Model
45 Computer System,newesl and mostpowerful member of the HP 1000 family,is
shown with a television display of its multilingual, multiprogramming computing
activity. The new RTE-lV
operatingsysfem has special
facilitiesfor managing large memoriesand large
programs. (The TV monitor software was developed by author Mike Manley,the TV interface
by author Denton Anderson).
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Fig. 1. fhe new Model 45, the
most powerful HP 1000 System,
features the new F-Serles
Computer with floating-point processorand thenew BTE-lVoperating system. lt is designed for applications i nvolving extensive
computation, large programs,
large data arrays, and graphics. lt
ls shown here with 700M bytes of
disc storage.

processor,new scientific instruction set, and 350-ns
16K RAM memory give it significantly greater performancethan the E-Series,which is the processorfor
the Model 40 System.
Another new HP 1000 System,Model 25, usesthe
F-SeriesComputerbut has a memory-basedoperating
system, RTE-M.
The HP 1000Family
The HP 1000 family now consists of the following
members,in decreasingorder of capability.
The Model45 System(Fig. 1) is the most powerful
HP 1000system,incorporatingthe high-performance
F-Series Computer with built-in hardware floating
point instructions and scientific instruction set
firmware, 128K bytes of high-performance highdensity memory, a high-performancegraphics terminal with dual mini-cartridge units, a 19.6M-bytecartridge disc memory, the powerful RTE-IV operating system, and a versatile graphics applications software
package.This systemis oriented towards applications
where high-speed computational power, graphics
capabilities, large data arrays, and large program
areas are required. It can be easily expanded to include up to 2M bytes of standardor high-performance
memory, up to 1.8M bytes of fault controlled memory,
up to 400M bytes of disc storage,distributed systems
networking capability, data base management with
IMAGE/1000 software, a BASIC language capability
with the BASIC/1000software, and a wide varietv of
peripheralsand accessories.

The next most powerful member of the HP 1000
family is the Model 40 System. This system differs
from the Model 45 in that it does not include the
hardware floating point instructions and scientific
instruction set firmware and that the graphics terminal and high-performancememory are optional. This
system is oriented towards applications similar to
Model 45's but where the high-speedcomputation
capabilityis not essential.The Model40 Systemcan
be expandedin the sameway as the Model +s.
The Model30 Systemis the original memberof the
HP 1000 family. This system incorporates the
E-SeriesComputer, 64K bytes of standard performancememory,a 19.6M-bytecartridgedisc memory,
a fast, flexible display station with dual minicartridge units, and the RTE-II operating system.This
systemcan also be expandedto include up to 400M
bytesof disc storage,BASI01000,IMAGE/1000,and a
wide range of peripheralsand accessories.
The Model zs System is a high-performance
memory-basedsystem.This system incorporatesthe
high-performance F-series Computer with built-in
hardware floating point instructions and scientific
instruction set firmware, 64K bytes of highperformancememory, a fast, flexible display station
with dual mini-cartridge units, and the RTE-M
memory-basedoperating system.The Model 2S System is oriented towards applications that require
low-cost, high-performancesystemsto be used as
stand-alonesystems or network satellite nodes.
Model 25 can be easily expandedto include flexible

disc storage, graphics terminals, up to 2M bytes of
memory,fault control memory,BASI01000,DS/1000
and many of the same peripherals and accessories
that are available on the larger systems.
The Model 20 System is the smallest of the family
membersand differs from the Model 25 Systemin that
it uses the E-seriesComputer instead of the F-series
Computer. This system is a flexible, powerful lowcostsystemespeciallysuitedfor applicationssuch as
instrumentation control. remote test and measurement stations in harsh environments, and laboratory
test and measurementstations. This system can be
expandedin the sameway as the Model zs.

The primary systemsalso include the on-line test
programs that run under RTE, so computer and
peripheral testscan be performedunder the control of
the samesoftwareoperatingsystemasthe application
programs. With the introduction of on-line system
test and diagnosis, some major new capabilities can
be realized. The user can perform some system tests
while applications are running, increasing troubleshooting speed and flexibility. Also, possibilities for
remote test and remote fault diagnosisnow exist, and
will be essentialfor systemsoperating in distributed
system networks and at remote, unattended sites.

NewHP 1000Capabilities
In the design of the latest HP 1000 Systems,major
contributions were made in computers, operating
system software, and other system elements. These
contributions include a new megaword-arrayoperating system, new computers with hardware floating
point and scientific instruction sets, a new power
supply design,new memory subsystems,a graphics
software package,and a multipoint terminal subsystem, many of which are discussedin detail in succeedingarticlesin this issue.
The major new system design contributions made
to the HP 1000 family are focused in the RTE-IV
operating system and the F-Series Computers. Besidesproviding the user with a high level of computing power and programming capability, the operating
system design achieved some other very significant
goals. By placing peripheral drivers in special memory partitions and bringing them into the user'sspace
only when needed,additional addressingspacewas
made available to user programs. By allowing
peripheral device and memory reconfiguration to be
done at system startup, the need to regeneratea system that must run in a computer with different memory size or peripheral device configuration was
eliminated. Thesetwo contributions are of major importance to the system design goals, because they
made possiblethe design of "primary" systems.The
primary systemsare a set of system software generations that include the most-often-useddrivers and
software subsystems and a set of computer and
peripheral test programsthat run under RTE.Because
RTE-IV can be reconfigured at system startup, these
preconfigured and testedprimary systemscan be easily set up for use on any of the Model 40 and 45
Systems.This eliminates the need for uniquely
generating every system shipped to a customer,saving many hours of technician time per system,and
allowing the customer to adapt this proven primary
system to the application instead of being forced to
perform a lengthy and difficult system generation
when the svstem arrives.
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HP 1MO SYSTEM SUMMARY
System Type
Product Number

MODEL 20
21744

21748

MODEL40

MODEL25
21754

2'1758

21764

21768

MODEL30

MODEL45
21774

21778

2'1704

21714

Bass system @mputsr type

E-Series

F-Seriss

E-Series

F-Ssries

E-Series

Typeol memory

Standard

High-performance

Standard

High-performance

Standard

Memry cycle time

595 ns

350ns

665 ns

420 ns

595 ns

Opsrating system

RTE-M

RTE.M

BTE-IV

FTE-IV

RTE-II

Svstgm console

2645A

26454

26454

264A4

26454

Memory:
(bytes)

Base
Maximumf

64K
2048K'

64K
1280K

64K
1280k

64K
1280K

128K
20t8K'

128K
1280K

Standardsystem disc

None

None

7906 (19.6Mb)

Optional alternals system dsc

None

Non€

7920
7920
(50Mb) (soMb)
7900
(4.eMb)

128K
r280K

12AK
1280K

7906 (19.6Mb)

7920
(50Mb)

64K
64K

64K
64K
7900
(4.9Mb)

7920
(5oMb)

21724

6,4K
64K

7906 (19.6Mb)

None

Flexibledisc available?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

RJE/1000available?

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

DS/1000available?

Yes

Yss

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

IMAGE/1000available?

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yss

Yes

91000Ay'231
3A Analog-Oigital
Subsystemavailable?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

2240A Msasuroment& Conirol
Processoravailable?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

92840A GRAPHTCS/1000
software available?

Yes

Yss

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

lncl.

tnct.

No

No

No

12790A Multipoint
interfaceavailable

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

NO

129798 Dual-Port l/O
Extender available?

Yes

No

Yos

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

'129908
Memory
Extenderavailable?

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

NO

Additionalterminals,line
printors,magnetictape
units, €tc., available?
Base systemprice (U.S.A.)

Not applicable

Additional psripheraldevices are generallycompatiblewith all HP 1000 Compuler Systems,but chrck wilh the
configurationguide when orderingto contirm availabilitylor a particularsystem.

$22,000

$22,000 927,500 $27,s00 $38,500 $38.500 $45,000

$45,000 $31,500 $36,s00 $36,500

'l
tThsse figures are tor non-fauh-conlrolmemory;fauh mntrol reduces maximumcapacityfrom 1280Kbytes to 024K bytes in computermainframe,from
2048K byies to 1792K bytes in computel mainframe plus msmory exlender.
'This memory size requiresthe additionalmemory module capacity providodby the 129908 Memory Extender.
MAI{UFACTURING DIVISION: DATA SYSTEMS DIVISION
11000Wolle Road
Cupertino,California95014 U.S.A.
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RTE-IV:The Megaword-Array
Operating
System
by Eugene J. Wong and C. Michael Manley

lTl

Hf nEAL-TIME EXECUTIVE is Hewlett-Packard's
I multi-user, multiprogramming operating system
for HP 1000 Computer Systems. RTE comes in several
versions, all upward compatible. These include the
memory-based RTE-M, the disc-based RTE-II and
RTE-III,1'2'3and the new RTE-IV, the most powerful
HP real-time executive system to date.
RTE-IV's new operating system features include
megaword data arrays, user code areas of up to 54K
bytes, reporting and recovery from parity errors,
memory and input/output reconfiguration, new
multiterminal handling software, an improved user
interface for languages, and expanded device driver
areas,
These new features, especially megaword data
array handling, have allowed RTE-IV to move into
application areas formerly reserved for large mainframe systems. RTE-IV is already being used for
large-scale linear programming, operations management, simulation, computer-aided design, and matrix
manipulation problems. RTE-IV is available as a
standard product (92067,4')and as the operating system in two HP 1000 Systems, the F-SeriesComputer-based Model 45 and the E-SeriesComputer-based Model 40.
Like RTE-II and RTE-III, RTE-IV offers priority
scheduling of concurrent programs, separation of
real-time and background tasks into real-time and
background partitions, and a powerful file management package. It provides program partition swapping, buffered output, "mailbox" input/output, online system generation, and a batch entry processor
featuring both input and output spooling of jobs for
maximum throughput.
Like RTE-III, RTE-IV manages up to two megabytes
of main memory in the HP 1000 M-, E-, and F-Series
Computers,* in up to 64 real-time and background
partitions. However, with RTE-IV this entire area may
also be used by just one program. Combined with the
DSh000 and DS/3000Distributed System packages,a'5
RTE-IV becomes a powerful network node capable of
controlling distributed processors at satellite RTE
nodes. Other software products that may be used to
extend the power of RTE-IV include BASICI/1000,6
data base management with IMAGE/1000, and the
RTE microprogramming package.T
'Formerly
21MX Compulers.

MemoryManagement
One of the major featuresof RTE-IV is its memory
managing ability. The operating systemis capableof
managingup to 1024pagesof physicalmemory,each
page consisting of tOzq sixteen-bit words, A
hardware option to the E-Seriesand F-SeriesComputers, called the dynamic mapping systemz'8
provides four banks of 32 registers each. These are
usedasphysicalpageregisters.The 32 pagesof physical memory describedby the bank that is currently
enabled are the 32 pages that make up the logical
memory space.
The four 32-registerbanks are called "maps." The
sameterm, "mdp," is alsousedto referto the physical
memory designatedby the contentsof the 32 registers. The two meanings of "map" are used interchangeablyin this article.
The four maps include the systemmap, where the
RTE-IVoperatingsystemresides,the usermap, where
the current user program resides,and two maps used
for direct memory accessby the dual-channel port
controller (DCPC).Since the DCPCruns concurrently
with program activity, up to three maps may be active
at one time, eitherthe systemmap orthe usermap and
both DCPCmaps.
One of the benefits of these maps is that, although
the pagesof memory they representneed not be physically contiguous,the systemmakesthem appearlogically contiguous.For example,the first three pages
of a user map might be pages0, 50, and 600. In this
casethe first pagewould be physically and logically
the samepage.However,the next page,physicalpage
50, would logically appear to be the second page.
That is, to a program executingunder the user map,
the code on physical page 50 is used whenever
accesses
to the secondpage of the user map are desired. This ability to map physical memory into a
logical addressspaceis used extensivelyin the system and user maps under the guidance of RTE-IV.
The SystemMap
Every time an interrupt occurs in the HP 1000
Computer, the system map and thus the operating
system is automatically enabled by the hardware.
This allows the operating system to examine the
sourceof the interrupt and determine the appropriate
action. Interrupts are generally of two kinds, a user
requesting executive services via a memory protect
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Flg.1. RTE-IVmanagesupto2Mbytesofphysicalmemoryusingthedynamicmapptngsystem,
a hardware option to HP lOOOComputers. Segments of physical memory are mapped into
64K-bytelogicalmemory spacesaccordingtofour maps:the systemmap,the usermap,andtwo
dual-channetport controller maps. At teft is a picture of the systemmap as it would look when
processing an interrupt. Also shownare three posslb/e user map configurations. The maps are
set up by the oqerating system.

interrupt or a device interrupt that informs the system
that a datatransferhas finished and the device is now
free. The left side of Fig. 1 shows a picture of the
system map as it would look when processing an
interrupt.
The system map in RTE-IV is static except for the
driver partition area.The driver partition area,a new
feature of RTE-IV, is a reservedareain each map that
is usually two pages long and is used to address a
device driver. A device driver is a software module
that operatesa device under the control ofthe operating system.This areais dynamic becausedrivers are
included in a map only when required for handling
inpuUoutput requestsor device interrupts. The driversareactually locatedin physical memory in a driver
partition. When a device interrupt is acknowledged,
RTE-IV determines which driver is needed, which
partition the driver resides in, and which physical
pages define that partition, and then maps these
pages into the reservedarea of the appropriate map.
Thus. while these drivers are in different areas of

physical memory, they all executein the sameareaof
logical memory. This concept of dynamically mapping a driver into logical memory is extremely efficient in conservinglogical addressspaceand improving real-time response.Other solutions to the driver
addressingproblem would require either having all
of the drivers presentat once in the active map, which
would force the size of the user program or operating
systemto be smaller, or bringing drivers into memory
from the disc, a slow, inefficient procedure,unworkable when real-time responseis required. Now many
drivers may be kept in physical memory and called
into Iogical memory quickly whenever required. This
allows a much greatervariety of user problems to be
solved with just one system.
The User Map
As mentioned above,the system map is static except for the driver partition. The user map, which is
extremely dynamic, is controlled by the operating
system.It is frequently being changedfrom one area

Physical Memory

of physical memory to another areaof physical memory containing anotherprogram. This contextswitching is one of the tasks the operating systemperforms
to suspend execution of one program and execute
another.
The biggestchangeto the usermap betweenRTE-III
and RTE-IV was the removal of most of the operating
system code from the user map. Fig. 1 shows three
possible user map configurations,Fig. 2 shows a
simplified version of the samemap. Formerly, operating systemcode resided in both the user map and the
systemmap, thus reducing the areaavailablefor user
programs. With RTE-IV, the operating system code
resident in the user map was replaced with a communicationsareato the executive.Since this areais
much smaller than the systemcode itself, the arealeft
for the user was greatly increased.The user code area
was expandedto S+K bytes,which in most casesis
twice as much as previously available.
PartitionTypes
As can be seenin Fig. 2, the user map is set up to
point to a partition containing a program and to the
communication areato the system.Partitions are divided into two types, real-time and background.In
general there is not much difference between types.
The distinction was made to increase program dispatching speed.For RTE-IV,a new type of partition,
the mother partition, was created.A mother partition
is a collection of real-time or background partitions
united to form one very large program area. This

Fig.2. A physical memory map
and two posslb/e user map (logical memory) configurations. The
map at left is for an extended
memory area (EMA) program.
EMA, a new feature of RTE-IV,
makesit easier to manipulatelarge
amounts of data. The EMA map is
identical to the non-EMA map at
right except for the mapping segment, a tvvo-pagewindow that is
moved through physical memory,
in this case partition #2 . to access
the requested data. (Note: partition #2 is a mother partition consisting of partitions #3, #4, and
#5. Mother partitions are another
new featureof RTE-IV.)

scheme of collecting partitions allows RTE-IV to form
a number of very large partitions, up to nearly two
megawords, when required for large programs. However, when a large partition is not required, this memory reverts to a number of smaller partitions that may
be used for normal-size programs. These mother partitions are typically used for programs that must manipulate a great deal of data.
Megaword Data Arrays
A goal during the development of RTE-IV was to
give users the ability to execute very large programs,
larger than the 32 pages of memory available under
the user map. In analyzing these programs it was
discovered that, for the most part, the programs are
large not because of the program code, but because of
the data declarations. That is, most programs are large
because of the data to be manipulated, not because of
the processing that the data undergoes. Thus the
problem of large programs is mainly one of handling
vast amounts of data. This problem was addressed in
RTE-IV by dividing partitions into two parts, one for
the program and the other for data. This special data
area is called the extended memory area (EMA).
Since a program may still accessonly the 32 pages
of memory currently enabled under the user map, a
method was needed to bring into the user's logical
address space any data required. This was accomplished by creating a window (a minimum of two
pages) called a mapping segment (MSEG) at the top of
the user map (see Fig. 2). When the user wants to

access a particular data element, a call is made to an
extremely fast microcoded subroutine. The routine
finds out which page the element is on, maps that
page into the user's space, and returns the logical
address to the program.
Fig. 3 shows the ease with which even a simple
FORTRAN program can manipulate very large data
arrays. The program adds two 30,000-word arrays,
placing the result in a third array. In Fig. 3a an element of array B is accessed by moving the MSEG into
the EMA area containing array B. In Fig. 3b the MSEG
is moved to the C array area. The MSEG is moved a
third time to address the element of the A array where
the result will be stored. To the user program, it always appears that the appropriate section of memory
is accessible.
Comparing EMA speed to other data segmentation
schemesthat require disc accesses,EMA can easily be
a thousand times faster when the accessesare random
in nature. As mentioned in the introduction to this
article, this speed has allowed RTE-IV to move into
application areas formerly reserved for large mainframe systems. Moreover, the large data areas have
reduced critical path disc use by allowing many operations, such as sorting and searching, to be done
completely in memory instead of on the disc.
Dispatching Programs
Before a disc-resident program can be executed, a
partition must be found and a user map built for it.
This process of determining which program to execute and which partition to load it into is called dispatching. Programs may be assigned to partitions to
optimize dispatching speed. Otherwise, the system
will search for the smallest empty partition that is
large enough to hold the program. To reduce competition for partitions, RTE-IV provides different types of
partitions-real-time,
background, and mother-for
programs.
of
types
different
Once a free partition is found, the user map is set up
for loading the program into memory. The user map's
base page is the first physical page of the partition.
The next few pages are set up in accordance with the
program's needs; for example, the system common
area is mapped only for those programs that need it.
The remaining pages of the user map are the rest of the
program's pages. Once this map is set up, a copy of it
is kept in a special area of the user's physical base
page that does not get mapped and is therefore not
accessibleby the user program. This copy of the map
speeds the mapping of I/O drivers to handle interrupts, reduces interrupt latency, and speeds future
dispatching of the program.
The dispatching of EMA (extended memory area)
programs to mother partitions is much more involved
than the dispatching of normal programs. If a pro-

gram is assignedto a mother partition, or if an EMA
program is vectoredto a mother partition by the system, the statusof each subpartition must be checked.
If all of the subpartitions are free or if the programs
resident in them are swappable,then those subpartitions are made unavailable to all programs not assigned to them and the necessaryswaps are performed. If any program in a subpartition is in an
unswappable state, the next mother partition of the
appropriate size is checked. When all the subpartitions in a mother partition are empty, the mother
partition is then available for a prograrp.
Program contention for partitions is resolved, in
general,by swapping lower-priority programs to the
disc to make room for higher-priority programs.
Theseswappedprogramswill be redispatchedwhen
a partition of the correct type becomesavailable. A
program may resume execution in a different partition from its original one if no specific partition was
requested.
EMA programs also contend for mother partitions
on a priority basis.But how doesone swap an EMA
program of up to two million bytes to the disc? It
cannotbe swappedall at once,because32 pagesis the
maximum DCPCtransfer length. Thereforethe swap
is performed in two parts. The program code area is
swappedfirst, and then the EMA dataareais written
to the disc in largechunks,up to 54K byteslong. This
method providesbetterdisc use and lessdelay in the
operating system. A similar procedure is followed
for the subsequentredispatchingof swapped EMA
programs.
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Fig. 3. Use of the two-page mapping segment (MSEG)to
access data in various locationsin physicalmemory. The
operating system moves the MSEG to the location of each
desireddata element.To the user programit appearsthat the
needed section of memoryis alwaysaccessib/e.

Parity Error Fail-Soft
Bad memory is a problem faced by all computer
manufacturers and users. Even the most rigorous testing efforts will not prevent some memory from degenerating and failing over a period of time. This
problem is particularly acute in real-time systems
used for process control or event and sensor monitoring applications, which require continuous operation. In megaword systems the probability of a memory failure is much higher than in smaller memory
systems. To combat this problem, new parity-errorhandling software was added to the RTE-IV operating
system to maintain orderly execution of application
programs.
Parity errors are automatically detected by the
computer and cause an interrupt to the operating
system. The logical address where the failure occurred can be fetched from the computer's violation
register, but the true physical address must be found
by looking at that logical address in all four maps.
RTE-IV looks first to see if the error is in the system
map. If the parity error is in the operating system,
further execution with a bad value or a bad instruction may cause unpredictable errors or catastrophic
results, so in this case the computer is halted. The
page number and the logical address of the bad memory location are displayed in front-panel registers so
that the bad memory board can be identified and
repaired.
If the parity error is not in the system map, the
DCPC maps are checked next. If the error is still not
found, the user map is checked. By now the bad location should have been identified. If the error was in a
program partition, the program is aborted and all
necessaryinformation to locate the bad word of memory is printed on the system console. In addition, the
partition is removed from the system so that future
programs will not encounter the same error. If the
error is in a subpartition of a mother partition, that
mother partition is also removed from the system.
Parity errors not found by this verification process
are "soft" parity errors. These rare errors are generally
due to intermittent part failures or sometimes to improper use of user microcode. In any case,the location
and other information is printed on the system console to aid the user in detecting the source of the
failure. The key point is that the system continues to
operate.

flexibility, an optional memory and I/O reconfiguration phase was added to the system start-up procedure.
Memory reconfiguration allows the user to add or
delete memory and to declare pages of memory to be
bad, Thus if delays are unavoidable in repairing bad
memory, the user can inform the operating system of
the bad areas so these can be avoided. The user may
also increase or decreasethe size and number of program partitions.
I/O reconfiguration allows the user to move
peripheral I/O cards into any position in the computer
card cage. This permits device UO priorities to be
changed to improve system throughput. Another
benefit of I/O reconfiguration is the ability to use an
RTE-IV configured system disc from one system on
another system of a slightly different configuration,
provided the two systems have similar equipment.
New Multi-User Features
In addition to the above features, RTE-IV has many
new "friendly" aspects. To aid program development, the FORTRAN compiler, the assembler,and the
relocating loader were improved to provide a better
user interface and to use files for input and output.
This allows multiple users to execute many copies of
FORTRAN, the assembler, and the loader at the same
time. Several individuals may be doing simultaneous
program development, but each appears to be the sole
user of the system.
The file management and terminal handling
software were also improved so that when commands
to execute a program are given, an individual copy of
the program is created for the terminal. This allows
many users to use what appears to be the same program, but each user is automatically using his or her
own copy.
User program debugging was greatly improved
with DBUGR,a new symbolic debug utility. When a
program is relocated, the user may indicate the automatic addition of the debug capability to the program. When the program is scheduled, it will execute
under control of lsucn. DBUGRallows program modification, tracing, and breakpointing. In addition, registers and memory may be examined or modified in
symbolic mode, ASCII mode, octal mode, or in any
other numeric base. With the new multiterminal
monitor, any number of users may be debugging with
DBUGRindependently and simultaneously.

Memory and liO Reconfiguration
Over a period of time a system's memory requirements may change as bad memory is removed for
repair or more memory is added to support large
programs. Input/output (UO) demands on a system
may also change becauseof new programs or changes
in existing programs. To meet these needs for system
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F-SeriesExtendsComputingPowerof
HP 1000ComputerFamily
by Julia A. Cates

p 1000 COMPUTERS are a modular family of
If
I. I powerful general-purpose 16-bit computers that
feature user-microprogrammable central processing
units (CPUs),fast and reliable semiconductor memory
systems, and HP's broad range of real-time executive (RTE) operating systems.
The HP 1OOOfamily began in 7974 with the introduction of the 21MX Computer,l later renamed the
HP 1000 M-Series. Two years later, in 1926, HP announced the E-Series Computer.2 This implementation of the HP 1000 architecture couples 30% faster
technology with a technique of dynamically varying
the basic machine cycle to provide twice the computing power of the M-Series.
In April 7978 a new higher-performance series, the
F-Series (Fig. 1) was added to the HP 1000 family.
F-Series Computers combine the basic processing
unit of the E-Series with dedicated hardware for
executing floating point instructions and instruction
set extensions for extremely fast execution of transcendental functions and commonly-used FORTRAN
operations. Thus the F-Series offers the most computational power of the HP 1000 Computer family and
opens up many new applications. Floating-pointintensive programs that were compute bound on the
E-Series Computer will run at least twice as fast on the
F-Series. The scientific instruction set (see article,
page 18), which accelerates any programs using
transcendental functions, makes the F-Series the best
choice for curve fitting, graphics, and circuit modeling programs. Using the F-Series' microprogrammable floating point processor, the F-Series handles
many applications that otherwise would require a
32-bit computer.

five microseconds. Multiplication, which makes up
0% of all floating point instructions in a typical mix,
is accelerated by special FPP circuits that make it as
fast as addition or subtraction (Fig. 2). The
extended-precision 48-bit floating point instructions
furnish more than eleven decimal digits of precision
and run three to six times faster than the equivalent
optional microcoded routines run on the E-Series
Computer.
Besides executing the standard HP 1000 floating
point instructions, the floating point processor executes user-microprogrammed floating point operations. Since the FPP communicates with the central
processor via the microprogrammable processor port
(Fig. 3), any microprogram can control the FPP. Because the microprogrammable processor port provides a direct link to the CPU data bus, data can be
transferred to the FPP at burst rates up to 5.7
megawords per second.
Very efficient use can be made of the FPP through
microprogramming. Floating point instructions executed from software incur memory overhead amounting to as much as 7oo/oof the total instruction time,
both in fetching the operand from memory and in
storing the result after the operation has completed.
Most memory overhead can be eliminated under microprogram control by overlapping memory accesses
with floating point operations. The floating point
processor also has an accumulator, accessible only at
the microcode level. in which intermediate results
may be stored for chained calculations. The accumulator can eliminate the processor overhead required to store a result in memory before retrieving it
as an operand for the next FPP operation. Since the
FPP is peripheral to the central processor, the user
may access memory and perform any I/O or central
processor operations while the FPP completes an operation. Overlapped CPU/FPP processing and the
FPP's accumulator mode can speed up any microcoded floating point calculation.
The scientific instruction set (see article, page 18)
dramatizes the increase in computational performance that the microprogrammable features of the
floating point processor make possible. The scientific
instruction set (SIS) consists of the nine most frequently executed scientific functions (sine, cosine,
tangent, arc tangent, hyperbolic tangent, base ten
logarithm, natural logarithm, exponent, and square

Floating Point Processor
The foremost contribution to the F-Series' computational capability is the hardware floating point processor(FPP).This processor is a hardware implementation of existing HP 1000 floating point arithmetic
instructions. The processor performs these floating
point operations on 32-bit single-precision or 48-bit
extended-precision operands represented in standard
HP 1000 floating point number formats. Singleprecision floating point instructions execute 2lz to 6
times faster than the E-Series firmware instructions.
For example, 32-bit addition, which provides almost
sbven decimal digits of precision, executes in three to
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root). Microcoded to perform all floating point operations in the FPP. these instructions are 6 to 24 times
faster than the E-Series software library functions'
Also, the algorithms of the SIS have been refined so
that the SIS provides substantially more accurate results than the previous functions in software.
Benchmark Performance
Just how powerful is the F-Series' combination of
hardware and firmware enhancements? One way to
measure the performance of computers is to run
benchmark programs and compare execution times.
Benchmarks are standardized programs whose
execution times indicate processing capability. Fig'a
displays the results of running benchmarks that involve single and extended-precision floating point
instructions and single and extended-precision
transcendental functions. Created by the British National Physical Laboratory, these benchmarks are
compute-bound FORTRAN programs that are designed to measure central processor performance
rather than software compiler performance.
The program execution times listed in Fig. 4 indicate that the HP 1000 E-SeriesComputer has twice the
processing capability of the M-Series in all four program types. Since the hardware of the E-SeriesCPU is
only 30% faster than the M-Series hardware, the doubled performance demonstrates the effectiveness of
the E-Series microinstruction enhancements.3
Next. consider the benchmark times of the E-Series
and F-Series computers. The F-Series executes the

Fig. 1. HP 1000 F-SeriesComputerscome in two vers/ons,
one with floatingpoint processorbuilt in, and the other wth
more memory and llO s/ots and the FPP in a separate untt
Bothhave high-peformance memory,firmwarescientific rnstruction set, and firmwarefast FORTRANprocessor'
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Fig,2. Executiontimesof floating
point instructionson the M-Serles,
the E-Serles,and the new F-Series
HP 1000 Computers.Ihe E-Series
has a faster CPU than the
M - S e r l e s . f h e F - S e r i e sh a s a
hardwarefloatingpoint processor
and thesame CPUas the E-Series.

Fig.3. /n lhe F-SerlesComputer,the ftoatingpointprocessor
(FPP) is connected to the main data bus via the micropro_
grammable processorport (Mpp). The Fpp containsdata and
control logic dedicated to floating point operations;it rclieves
the central processo/of the b urden of the softwareor firmware
floating point routines formerly used. The F_serles instruction
setincludes new tirmwarescientific instructionsthatmake use
of the FPP.

single and extended-precisionfloating point programs 2t/z times faster than the E-Series.Since the
E-Seriesand F-SeriesComputershave the same central processor,this speedimprovement illustrates the
power of processing floating point instructions in
hardware instead of firmware. Most impressive are
the execution times for the 32-bit transcendental
functions benchmark program. Here the F-Seriesis
almost eight times fasterthan the E-SeriesComputer.
Again, any application can attain a similar increasein
performance by microcoding floating-pointintensive routines to use the Fpp. The execution
times for the 48-bit transcendentalfunctions points
out that any E-seriesprogram involving the standard
floating point instructions can execute twice as fast
on the F-Series. However, when floating-pointintensive routines are microcoded, these programs
run seven times as fast on the F-Series.

nent while shifting right, or halving, the corresponding mantissauntil the two exponentsare equal.After
any operation, if the result is not normalized, it is
shifted left, or doubled, while its exponent is decrementeduntil it is in the proper range.
This use of the term "floating point" is actually
improper, sincethe radix point (decimalpoint, binary
point, etc.) is fixed at the left side of the mantissa.An
unambiguous term for this type of number representation is "scientific notation." The term ,,floating
point" is often used for a free-field number representation in which the radix point can appearanywhere
in the field; hence,it "floats." This latter use of ,,floating point" is common in the handheld calculator
literature. However, the former use, as described
above,is common in the computer field, and so it is
used in the articles in this issue despite the unfortunate potential for confusion.
FPPAlgorithms
One of the primary design goals of the floating
point processorwas to implementthe operationsadd,
subtract,multiply, divide, fix to integer, and float
from integerwith a minimum registerand data path
configuration that would fit on a single printed circuit board.
Floatingpoint addition and subtractionalgorithms
Systems

Benchmarks
WHETSP
WHETOP
TRANS SP
TRANS DP
FLOAT SP
FLOAT OP

M-Series
Standard
Memory
Fasl
FORTRAN
Processor
RTE.IV

E-Series
High-Speed
Memory
Fast
FORTRAN
Processor
RTEIV

F-Series
High-Speed
Memory
RTEJV

2.02
3.13
5.75
12.12

1.03
1.81
3.0
6.86
1.63
2.91

.40
.86
.40
2.64
.58
.93

Flg. 4. Comparative performance of the three series o/
HP 1000 Computers ls shown by relative execution times ot
benchmark programs. All of these benchmarks are
compute-bound FORTRANprograms that require only a small
amount of memory. fhe wnersrovt benchmark was designed
to reptesent a typical FORTRANprogram with an average
floating point mix. lt was coded in FORTRANusing the
wHETsroNE
algorithm created by the National Physical
Laboratory in England. The algorithm represents an instruction mix derivedfrom analysisof about one thousandALGOL
60 programs. wnssp and wHErDpare single-precision and
extended-precision versions of this benchmark. The rRANssp
and nnvsop benchmarks perform transcendental calculatlons;rFANssp
is the single-precision
versionand raaNsop
is the
extended-precision version. They make extensiveuse of the
square root, srne, coslne, arc tangent, and exponential functions in the F-Series scientific instruction set. FLoATsp
and
rtoene perf orm FORTRANtloatingpoint calculations;rtoaroe
is the extended-precision program.

FloatingPoint Numbers
Beforediscussingfloating point arithmetic, a quick
review of floating point numbers is in order. Floating
point numbers consist of a mantissa or fraction multiplied by two raised to an exponent or power. Hp
1000 single-precision floating point numbers have a
23-bit-plus-signmantissathat is multiplied by two
raised to a seven-bit.plus-signexponent. Extendedprecision numbers have a 3g-bit signed mantissaand
the sameseven-bitsigned exponent.All mantissasare
pormalized.,which means they are in the ranges
ly", t) and [-r, -yr).Inaddition or subtractiorr,t"h"
arithmetic operation cannot take place until the exponents of the operands are equal. The exponent
equalization process increments the smaller expo-
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involve shifting mantissas right to equalize exponents, adding or subtracting mantissas, and then
shifting the result left to normalize it. Thus the
minimum hardware configuration had to include
bidirectional shift registers and arithmetic logic units
(ALUsJ. In light of this requirement, the subsequent
algorithm investigation focused on multiplication
and division algorithms that consist of sequences of
shift cycles and arithmetic cycles.
The multiplication algorithm shifts over strings of
zeros and ones while detecting and correcting for
isolated zeros or ones. To understand what this
means, first consider the simplest type of multiplication. The two operands, the numbers to be multiplied,
are called the multiplier and the multiplicand' The
simplest multiplication algorithm scans the multiplier and adds a copy of the multiplicand to the partial product at each "1" bit position of the multiplier.
Observe that a bit pattern in the multiplier of
. . . 1 0 0 0 0 1 . .i.s e q u i v a l e n t t o m u l t i p l y i n g b y 2 n + 5+ 2 n .
A l s o , . . . 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 . .i.s e q u i v a l e n t I o 2 n + a+ 2 n + 3+ 2 t \ + 2
+ 2t+7 * 2^ or, more importantly, 2n+5- 2". Note that
one addition and one subtraction can replace four
additions. Since any multiplier can be reduced to
strings of ones and zeros, multiplication can be a
process ofadd or subtract cycles and shift cycles. FPP
shift cycles take only 50 nanoseconds while arithmetic cycles take 125 nanoseconds,so the goal in designing the algorithms was to perform as few ALU cycles
as possible.
With this in mind, what happens in the sequence
I f t h e l o n e o n e i s t r e a t e da s a s t r i n g , t h e
...0001000...?
dictates 2n+7 - 2n, or one addition
method
above
Obviously, one addition should
subtraction.
one
and
history bit4 is used to indicate
if
a
However,
suffice.
is being shifted over, the isothat
of
string
the type
and the single addition will
detected,
can
be
Iated bit
performed.
be
Since the multiplication algorithm calls for an
arithmetic cycle only at the start and the end of strings
and once at isolated bits, the processor will never
perform two consecutive arithmetic cycles. Thus,
arithmetic cycles are always followed by shift cycles.
Also, each arithmetic cycle includes a shift operation.
This means that each time a partial product passes
through the arithmetic circuits, it is shifted twice (see
Fig. 5). The FPP accomplishes this double shift instantly, by means of multiplexers at the output of the
arithmetic circuitry. With the multiplexers, every
arithmetic cycle eliminates two shift cycles. This is a
key factor in the speed of the new F-Series floating
point processor.
Since the bit sequence of the multiplier dictates the
sequence of arithmetic and shift cycles, every operation of the multiplication process can be predicted at
the start of the process. Therefore the FPP initiates the

next operation while the current cycle is completing.
This look-ahead technique and the double-shifting
multiplexers make typical multiplication execution times almost as fast as addition times.
The division algorithm, as in multiplication, shifts
over strings of ones or zeros and adds or subtracts the
divisor to or from the dividend. However, unlike multiplication, there are no look-ahead techniques for
reducing the number of cycles required to form the
quotient. Also, since division algorithms form a one's
complement version of the quotient, negative quotients have to be incremented to the two's complement form after the division process. Most hardwareimplemented two's complement algorithms do not
round quotients properly, since the remainder is
thrown away. However, the FPP develops one extra
quotient bit, which is the bit to the right of the least
significant bit [LSB). Using this bit and the negative
quotient correction cycle, the FPP always rounds the
quotient correctly.
Not only are the results of division rounded properly, but also the results of addition, subtraction, multiplication and fix-to-integer are checked for rounding. The round circuitry (seebox, page 16) uses three
guard bits, which represent the three bits just to the
right of the LSB, and a sticky bit, which indicates if
there are any ones to the right of the guard bits. The
sticky bit is set by any ones that are right-shifted out of
the guard bits. Since the least significant bit position
depends on the precision of the operation, multiplexers are used to shift the appropriate LSB into the
guard bit register on shift operations. Other multi-
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Fig. 5. Floating point muttiplicationin the F-Seriesfloating
poi nt processor executesa/rnostas f astas ad dition The multipticationalgorithm calls for an arithmetic operation (addition
or subtraction)only at the startand end of a string of zeros or
onesor at isolatedonesin the multiplier.As shownherefor this
samplemultiplier, this means that each arithmeticcycle ts
followed by two shift cycles. ln the FPP this double shift is
performed by hardware multiplexers' thereby elrminatingthe
shift cyclesand saving a great deal of time.
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F-SeriesRounding Techniques
To minimizeerrorpropagationin a floatingpointcalculation,
each floatingpoint operationmust produce resultsthat are as
accurate as possible.Some operationsgenerate resultsthat
have more than 23 or 39 bits. For instance,multiplicationof two
23-bit mantissasgeneratesa 46-bit product. The excess bits
are used to decide whetherto truncateor roundthe resultto
form a proper-lengthmantissa. Rather than use expenstve
double-lengthregisters,the Hp 1000 F-Seriesfloatingpoint
processor(FPP)holdsinformation
abouttheextrabitsin a sinole
four-bitregister(Fig. 1).
This roundinginformationregisterholds three guard bits,
whichrepresent
thethreebitsto the rightof the resultingmantissa's leastsignificantbit (LSB).The rounddecisionalsousesa
stickybitthatindicateswhetherthereareany 1's in the bitsto the
rightof the guard bits.
The rounddecisionsfor positiveand negativeoperandsdiffer, Positiveoperandsare roundedif the firstguardbit is a one.
Negativeoperandsare roundeditthefirstguardbit is a one and
thereisonemoreone in thebitsto therightof thefirstguardbit.
Althoughthe FPPmaintainsa singleroundregister,rounotng
informationis routedto the registerin four ways. Firstof all, as
operandsareshiftedright,the bitfromtheLSBpositionis shifted
intothe roundregister.Sincethe LSBpositiondependson the
precisionof thefloatingpointoperation,
multiplexers
areusedto
shifteitherthe twenty{hirdor thirty-ninth
bit intothe firstguard
bit.
A refinement
is madeon the shift-right-multiplex-LSB
process
rn the subtractioncase, where the subtrahendis undergoing
exponentequalization.
In subtraction,
sincethe subtrahendis
complemented
and thenaddedto theminuend,the subtrahend
bitsenteringthe roundregisterhaveto be complemented.
One
methodof formingthe two'scomplementof a binarynumberis
to startat the rightend of the numberand move leftuntila 1 is
encountered,
leavingallzerosas theyare,thentakingthe one's
complementof allthe bitsto the leftof the first1. when thefirst1
rsencountered,
the FPPsetsa latchthatcausesall succeeding
bits to be complemented.
In thisway,the roundregistereffec_
tivelymaintainsa complementedsubtrahend.
Multiplication
setsup the roundregisterin a thirdway. Since
the partialproductis shiftedtwiceto therightduringALUcycles,
the two LSBs must be loaded into the round register.Again,
because the LSB position depends on the precision of the
operation,a second set of multiplexersis used to sort out the
proper LSBs for the round register.
In contrast to the above operations,division uses different
information
in lts roundingdecision.lts decisionis basedon the
signof thequotientandthef irstguardbitso thedivisionprocess
developsone extraquotientbit, which is loaded rntothe first
guard bit. Afterthe quotientand round registerare adjustedfor

plexers route appropriate least significant bits of the
partial product to the round register during multiplication. Thus in all operations, the round circuits
maintain sufficient information to properly round
floating point results.
Control of floating point operations is directed from
a state machine of 60 states. Since all of the Fpp
operations are sequential, a state machine, in which
control flows from one state to the next. is the best
implementation. To make ALU cycles and shift cycles
as short as the hardware circuits permit, the state

mantissaoverflowor normalization,
thequotientis roundedifthe
firstguard bit is a 1.

Sign of Mantissa

Fig.1, Floatingpoint processorrounding circuits.Depending
on the operation, rounding information ls sel up in the round
register in four ways: the least significant bit may be shifted
into the round register through a multiplexer,subtrahend bits
may be complemented as they are shifted into the round
regtstet, two partial product bits may be loaded into the round
regtster,or a quotient bit may be loaded into the first guard bit
of the round register.

machine consists of shift registers clocked at 40 MHz.
Thus, a particular state is active for only 25 ns. It turns
out that a state machine implementation, in which
control flows only in a distinct pathway, makes most
FPP component failures easy to troubleshoot despite
the complicated processessome operations demand.
lmpact on System Environment
A major design goal for the floating point processor
was compatibility with existing software. To help
achieve this goal, the FPP preservesthe floating point
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number representations and instruction formats of
the HP 1000 Computer. To minimize control store
requirements, the F-Series microcode required for all
of the standard FPP instructions resides in the control
store module that holds the firmware 32-bit floating
point instructions on the E-Series Computers, Thus,
since the F-Series is able to maintain the 32-bit instruction codes, programs using these instructions
run on the F-Series without being recompiled or even
reloaded into the user's software system.
However, since the F-Series provides new instruction codes for extended-precision instructions, programs written for the M- and E-Series Computers that
use extended precision must be reloaded in the user's
software system environment before these programs
can be executed (the loader generates the machine
code that is actually executed). However, these programs need not be recompiled, because they use the
same calling sequences as the E-Series instructions.
Similarly, programs using the scientific instruction
set must be reloaded into the system.
A major problem in adding hardware to a system,
especially from the product support viewpoint, is the
incremental complexity in tracking down system
failures to a failing component. The project team paid
particular attention to this area in designing the floating point processor. The software diagnostic exercises every logic circuit pathway and calculates each
result using a software simulator. The diagnostic
checks each type of bit pattern that can be input to the
processor using direct and indirect memory references for operands. The firmware module for the
standard floating point instructions contains
special-purpose microcode that the diagnostic uses to
direct accumulator or expanded exponent operation
tests. The scientific instruction set resides in two
firmware modules, and the diagnostic is able to isolate SIS firmware errors to the particular failing module. As a measure of the complexity of operations
possible with the FPP and of the effectiveness of the
diagnostic, one pass of the diagnostic involves
1,000,000 different floating point operations.
Besides providing a software diagnostic to pinpoint FPP failures, the F-series has firmware tests
written in microcode that verify Fpp and SIS installation. These tests, which are run from the computer's
front panel, verify that the Fpp firmware modules are
installed, that the FPP has power, and that the FppCPU interface cable is operational.
What happens when failures occur in the operating
system environment? The firmware for the standard
floating point instructions is able to detect major Fpp
failures, such as loss of power or interface cable, and
report these failures to the RTE operating system. RTE
handles these failures in the same way it responds to
memory parity errors. When Fpp errors are detected.
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RTE aborts the program using the FPP and reports to
the system console the name of the program that was
aborted, the instrubtion of the failed Fpp operation,
and its memory address. This protects the user from
accepting invalid results from a failing Fpp.
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MicrocodedScientificlnstructionSet
EnhancesSpeedand Accuracyof F-Series
Computers
by Charles R. Geber

tTtHE

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUCTION SET of HP 1000
I Comnuters consists of nine transcendental functions thai find extensive use in scientific and engineering applications. These functions are sine,
cosine, tangent, arc tangent, exponential, square
root, natural and common logarithms, and hyperbolic tangent (stN, cos, TAN, ATAN, EXP,SQRT,ALOG,
AI,ocr, and raNu). In earlier HP 1000 Computers,
these functions have been offered as software library
routines. In the new F-Series, they have been microcoded, making them part of the computer's standard
instruction repertoire and therefore directly accessible by FORTRAN, BASIC, and assembly language
programs. Microcode implementation, taking advantage of the computational capability of the F-Series'
floating point processor (see article, page 12), provides dramatic increases in speed and accuracy over
the corresponding software routines.
The increase in execution speed provided by microcoded algorithms can be attributed to two factors.
First, the accesstime of the microcode control store is
far less than that of the main memory, where macro
(software) instructions are stored. Second, the execution of microinstructions takes place at a much higher
rate than that of macroinstructions. The new scientific instruction set provides a 6-to-24-fold improvement in execution speed over the equivalent software
routines, enabling the F-Series Computer to equal the
performance of many large mainframe computers in
the execution of these functions.
In the evaluation of transcendental functions, finite
algorithms are used to approximate the function values. Such algorithms usually trade off execution
speed for accuracy. Because microprogramming
makes this trade-off less apparent, the new scientific
instruction set achieves significant performance in
both of these categories.
Algorithm Speed Optimization
Various algorithms for the SIS (scientific instruction set) functions were first implemented in
software. After the assembly-language versions had
run successfully, the flowchart was implemented in
microcode. In this conversion, algorithm steps were
sometimes modified or reordered to take advantage of

hardware capabilities available only to the microprogram. For example, a combination of logical and
shift functions in one microinstruction could often
replace two or three software steps.
The software simulation made it easier to debug the
algorithms and provided an early indication of accuracy and relative speed for competing strategies.
Evaluation of the software trials indicated several
techniques for algorithm speed optimization. One
important technique is computation step minimization. A simple reorganization of a formula can often
lead to a significant decrease in execution time. For
example, the definition of the taNs function is usuallv stated as:
TANHIX):

e"+e

"

e,'-e

"

(1)

Since the rxp function is included in the SIS, the
raNHroutine could be implemented by a literal application of equation L. However, this would involve
two calls to the Exp function, each requiring about 45
microseconds.
An equivalent form of equation 1 can be found by
multiplying the numerator and denominator of the
right-hand side by ex, yielding:
rANH(X):

e2X+1

(2)

e2x-7

With equation 2, only one call to nxp is required.
One addition, one subtraction, and one division will
then yield rANH(x).
Function domain segmentation is another
technique for optimizing the speed of an algorithm.
Often the algorithm can be greatly simplified over
certain segments of the function's domain. In the case
ofraNs (seeequation 1), for large positive values ofx
the leading terms of both numerator and denominator
will dominate, and TANHtx)will approach +t. Similarly, for large negative x the function value will
approach -1. For a given large x, the error in approximating TANH(x) by 1.0 is simply 1-TANH(x).
When this error becomes less than the achievable
precision in computing equation 1, the approximation is acceptable. For the single-precision number
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representation used in the SIS, a lower bound of
ABS(xJ>swas determined, where ABS(x)is the absolute
value of x. Therefore, the microcode first segments
the domain of rRus into the areas ABS(xy<aand
ABS(x)>s,and applies the extremely simple algorithm
TANH(X): 1*SIGN(X)
to the latter case. Function domain segmentation is also applied to error reduction,
as described later.
Processor Overlap
Microprogramming techniques were also applied
in the design of the SIS to achieve maximum computation speed. The most significant contribution
comes from efficient use of the processing overlap
capability of the central processor (CPU) and the floating point processor (FPP).The sequenceof microcode
operations necessary to perform a floating point calculation with the FPP is:
1. Send opcode (add, multiply, etc.) to Fpp
2. Send FPP start signal
3, Send operands to FPP
4. Wait for FPP completion signal
5. Retrieve answer from FPP.
The time spent in the fourth step is determined by
the FPP hardware and is a function of the desired
operation and precision. The actual time of Fpp
execution varies between 0.6 and 5 microseconds for
functions required by the SIS. FPP completion is determined by repeatedly testing a flag from the Fpp.
While the FPP is computing, the CpU of the
F-SeriesComputer is free to accomplish other computation tasks for the SIS. It is in this waiting period that
the SIS microcode gains its major speed advantage
over its software counterpart. Operations performed
in the SIS during FPP execution include coefficient
generation, subroutine linkage, and algorithmic decision making.
Coefficient generation. Polynomial coefficients are
generated with immediate micro-operations. In general, six microinstructions (1.05 microseconds) are
required per coefficient. Since SIS algorithms typically contain four to six coefficients per function,
processor overlap contributes a 1.O-1.8o/o
speed enhancement for coefficient generation alone. It should
be noted that these coefficients could be stored in
main memory and fetched when needed, significantly reducing the length of the SIS microcode. The
disadvantage of this technique is that the SIS functions would no longer be directly callable from FORTRAN, but would have to link via assembly language
subroutines. The desire for maximum performance
(and the availability of microcode space) prompted
the decision to microcode the generation of coefficients.
Subroutine linkage. The F-Series processor allows a
nesting of three levels of subroutines. Microsub-
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routines, like their software counterparts, reduce the
overall code requirements by consolidating repeatedly performed functions. With both software
and firmware subroutines. however. the call and return linkage to the routines adds an execution overhead that usually results in longer overall execution
times compared to in-line coding. By handling this
linkage while the FPP is processing, the SIS is able to
conserve code space with virtually no performance
degradation.
Algorithmic decision making. The SIS often performs branching within the algorithms, based on the
initial operand or intermediate results. Such decisions, which may require several microseconds of
computation, are performed in the FPP execution interval and a flag is then set to indicate the result of the
decision. After the cunent FPP operation has completed, the flag can be quickly tested and the algorithm continued via the appropriate path.
Accumulator Operations
One of the extremely useful features of the F-Series
floating point processor is its accumulator-mode operation. In this mode, the FPP can use the result of a
previous operation as one (or both) of the operands for
a successive calculation. Thus, to evaluate the expression:
x : A(B+C)

(3)

the microcode would first instruct the FPP to add s to
c, leaving the result in the FPP accumulator. This
value would then be multiplied by A, the answer
retrieved by microcode, and stored in x. The key point
is that the intermediate result (B+c) need not be retrieved; thus the multiplication is accomplished by
sending only one operand to the FPP. For singleprecision operands, it takes 350 nanoseconds to transfer a value between the CPU and the FPP. Thus in
equation 3, accumulator operation saves 700
nanoseconds. In a chain of several calculations the
execution-time savings can be quite significant.
To use this calculation mode effectively, SIS algorithms had to be put into a suitable algebraic form.
Consider the general polynomial:
P:Co+C1X+C2X2+C3X3

(4)

Equation 4 can be rearrangedto form a new but equivalent value:
P : Co+ X(C1+ X[C3X+ Cr)

(s)

Equation 5 is ideal for accumulator chained calculation. After the initial two-operand calculation of crx,
each successive computation uses the result of the
preceding one as an operand.

Execution Times

tE
E-Series
tF
F-Series
tE

t,

EXP

cos

TAN

289.9

tl4.4

978.8

1044.8

197.2

362.2

301.2 334.5

47.6

47.9

48.4

42.4

s0.9

44.7

43.3

49.4

57.2

6.1

6.6

20.2

24.6

6.4

8.1

7.O

6.8

8.2

ATAN

SOBT

ALOG

(All Times in Microseconds)

ActualValue

471.5

ReductionRoutine
The rational polynomial approximations just described are optimized over a given interval. For function domain values outsidethis region, the approximation's relative error will typically be excessive.
Fig. 2 shows the relative error for the polynomial
approximation of a trigonometric function such as
srN(x).
From Fig. 2, it's obvious that the polynomial p(x)
has been optimized over the interval (-rla, nla).
Therefore,before sIN(x)can be calculated,the value x
must first be mapped into this region. After the
polynomial is evaluatedusing this new value, a correction factor is applied to reflect the mapping.
The processof mapping x into this interval is called

AccuracyEnhancement
In addition to the design objectiveoffast execution
speed,the SIS is required to produce results with the
high level of accuracy needed in engineering and
scientific applications. One key contribution to this
goal camefrom the field of numerical analysis,in the
area of coefficient optimization.
As stated earlier, the SIS evaluatestranscendental
functions using rational forms (ratios of two polynomials). A FORTRAN program was used to calculate
the coefficientsthat would yield the best approximation. Using Remes second algorithm,l the program
first inputs the desired polynomial degreesand the
domain of the approximation. Coefficients are then
calculated to produce the least maximum relative
error over the approximation interval. Relative error
is defined as:
(Actualvalue) - (Approximatedvalue)

ALOGT

about seven decimal digits.
The polynomial coefficients calculated by the
FORTRAN program were used in the software algorithm simulations, and finally microcoded into the
SIS.

The combination of these speed enhancement
techniques results in extremely fast execution times
for the SISfunctions. Fig. 1 comparesthe speedof the
HP 1000 F-series SIS to E-Seriessoftware execution
of transcendentalfunctions. The exceptional performance increasesof zo and 24 times in TANand ltaN
are results of the speedenhancementtechniquesjust
described and of algorithm changes. The earlier
software routines approximated these functions
using Chebychev polynomials, while the new SIS
approximates all of the transcendental functions
using ratios of polynomials of thetypeshown in equation 5.

RE:

TANH

stN

Fig. 1. Execution times for scientific functions fot the HP 1000
E-Seriesand F-Serlesprocessors.
Both computers have the microcoded fast FORTRANprocessor and high-performance memory. The F-Serles has the new microcoded scientifi c in stru ction set.
Times for each function are averaged over a range of typicalinput
values. The exceptional performance increasesfor rtv and mntt
are due primarily to an algorithm
change from Chebychev polynomials to rational forms.

Accuracy of P(x)

t6)

Increasingthe polynomial degreewill give a better
curve fit and hence more accurate results, but the
additional terms will obviously increasethe execution time of the final algorithm. Relativeerror can also
be thought of in terms of the number of correctbits in
the final SIS answer. The proper trade-off occurs
when the relative error of the approximation is about
equivalent to the precision of the floating-point mantissa representation,which for the SIS is 23 bits, or

F)9.2. The new scientific instruction set approximates scientific functions using ratiosof polynomials. The approximations
are valid over a given interval, and outside this interval the
relative error is excessive. Ihis ls a typical relative error cuNe
for an approximationvalid over the interval -n14, tl4. Beforea
function can be computed, it must be mapped into the valid
region, a process called reduction.
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RMS Relative Error
stN

cos

TAN

ATAI{

SOBT

EXP

ALOG

ALOGT

TANH

l.4E-7

1.3E-7

sts

8 . 8 E - 8 8 . 8 E - 8 2.OE-7 1 . 3 E - 7 6 . 7 E - 8 1.4E-7 '1.3E-7

Software
Library

1 . 7 E - 4 5 . 5 E - 6 6 . 6 E - 4 1 . 0 E - 7 6 . 7 E - 8 2.8E-7 2 . 6 E - 5 1 . 7 E - 5 2.3E-7

lmprovement
Factor

1932

62

3300

2

.77

reduction. A reduction subroutine in SIS performs
this function for sIN, cos, TAN,and Exp.The general
formula for reducing x is given by:
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121

1.7

Flg. 3, r9msrelative errorsfor the
new scientific instruction set and
the equivalent software library
routines. Rms errors were computed for several thousand points
distributed over a typical range of
input values. Note that the precision of an individual singleprecision number is about
1 xl0-7. Themarkedaccuracy increase for sl| and re| is the result
of an enhanced reduction routine.
Although the high-speed S/S rnrv
algorithm resultsin slightly poorer
error performance, the resultant
rms relative error is close to the
floatingpoint precision,and thusis
consideredacceDtable.

The exact value using ten decimal digits would have
been:
= -.s5237
R4(1e000): (1e000.0)- (19000.35237)

R(X) : X-KC

The relative error in R3 is found to be:

where c: rl2 for srN, cos, TAN, and c : 2lln(2) for Exp.
x is chosen to place n1x1within the valid approximation region. The reduced value R(x) is then applied to
the approximation polynomials.
There are two situations where the reduction process can drastically alter the accuracy of the final
result. The first occurs when the input value falls near
a multiple of c. For example, suppose it is desired to
compute sIN (53.4).In this and the following example,
we will assume that the single-precision floating
point format used by the SIS contains seven significant decimal digits.

RE_

(8)

The exact reduced value using ten decimal digits
would have been:
R 2 ( 5 3 . 4=) [ s 3 . 4 0 0 0 -0 )( 5 3 . 4 o 7 o 7 5 r 2 -) .: o o 7 o 7 5 7 2 ( 9 )
Applying Equation 6 to find the relative error in R1(x):
RE:

- .oo707572-(-.00708)
=- .0006e
-.oo7075t2

(10)

The number of accurate bits left in nrlx; is equal to
-logr(nu) : 10. Thus, even before the approximating
polynomial is applied, the final answer is doomed to
contain no more than three accurate digits.
A similar problem occurs when large values are
reduced. If we wish to compute SIN(1e000),
the reduction with K : 12096 and c : z'l2 becomes:
- (1e000.3s)
: (19000.00)
:-.3500000
R3(1eooo)

-.35237 -(-.35)
-.35237

: .0067

(13)

The relative error in equation 13 corresponds to
seven remaining bits of accuracy. Thus SrN(1e000)
would contain at best two accuratedecimal digits.
To eliminate these large relative errors from the
reduction routine, the SIS firmware simply extends
the precision of the reduction operation. The extended precision format of the FPP provides an additional 16 bits in the mantissa,yielding a precision of
about 11 decimal digits. The accuracy loss of +-S
decimal digits in the previous examples would still
leave the reduced n(x) with as many significant digits
as the original x.
The use of increased precision in the reduction
routine adds about two microsecondsto the function
execution time, but the exceptional increasein overall accuracyis well worth the cost.It should be noted
that floating point values in the extended precisioq
format require three tO-bit quantities instead of two.
Thus, in software,the relative increasein execution
time resulting from this technique would be higher
becauseof the memory accessoverhead.The microcoded SIS, however, storesthe intermediate result in
high-speed CPU scratchpad registers,and therefore
suffers only a minor speed penalty to achieve the
greatly improved accuracy.

Equation 7, with C : nl2 and r : 34, yields:
R1(53.4) : (s3.40000J- (53.40708) = -.0070800

(72)

(7)

FunctionDomainSegmentationfor Accuracy
Referringback to the definition of rauHlx) in equation 2. it can be seen that for small values of x the
quantity ex will be closeto 1..0,so the subtractionin
the denominator will result in the cancellation of

(11)

2'l

tactful job of pointing out microcode bugs to a programmer who was sure that "the hardware must be
getting the wrong answer."@

many significant bits of accuracy.
To correct this situation, the domain of raNu6l is
once again segmented to eliminate an interval of x
values from the algorithm expressed in equation 2.
Relative error analysis indicates that for ABs(x) <0.5
the cancellation in the rRNs algorithm becomes excessive.Therefore, for values of x in the range (-0.5,
0.5) the SIS raNH routine uses a separate rational
polynomial that is optimized over this interval. Thus
the SIS microcode segments the domain of rRuH
twice: once to maximize the computation speed, and
again to maintain a high level of accuracy in the
result.
Fig. 3 indicates the accuracy enhancement of the
SIS over the corresponding software library routines.
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NewMemorySystemsFor HP 1000
Computers
by Alan H. Christensenand David C. Salomaki

tTt

arcINC ADVANTAGE of the latest innovations
I
in memory component technology has been an
HF strategy since the company became one of the first
users of 4K-RAM semiconductor memory in computers in 7974. As denser, faster, and more reliable
memory components have become available, HP
has created new products to use them, thereby passing on to its customers the impressive performance
and cost benefits of the latest technology (Fig. 1).
The latest advance in memory components is the
16K dynamic RAM (random-access memory). Based
upon this recent development are two new 128K-byte
memory array boards for HP 1000 Computers. One is a
standard-performance memory array, and the other is
a high-performance version using high-speed 1oK
RAMs.
With these new boards, users can now have one
megabyte of main memory for the first time in a small
computer like the HP 1000. Combined with new
software tools, such as RTE-IV, that are designed to
use large memories effectively, this increased main
memory capacity enables HP 1000 Systems to solve
many problems formerly addressable only by large
mainframe computer systems. Two examples are
simulation and computer-aided design.

Development of the New Memory Array Boards
The introduction of the 16K-RAM-based memory
boards was the culmination of a memory program
begun at HP's Data Systems Division almost three
years ago. At that time a new high-speed processor,
later known as the HP 1000 E-Series Computer, was
under development.
It was planned that the new processor would use
the same memory systems as were used in the
M-Series. Early in the project, however, it was
realized that the architecture of the new computer
would allow substantial performance benefits with a
high-speed memory system.
The first (and key) question to be answered was
what 4K RAM type to use. There were three possibilities: 22-pin RAMs (4030s), 18-pin RAMs
( 4 0 5 0 s ) ,a n d 1 6 - p i n R A M s ( 4 o 2 7 s , 4 0 9 6 s ) .E a c h h a d
its advantages and weaknesses. The twenty-two-pin
part was attractive becauseof the length of time it had
been in production, but was hampered by poor board
packing density. Eighteen-pin RAMs were desirable
because of their use in current production, but suffered from high-voltage-level clock requirements.
Sixteen-pin RAMs offered good board density and
TTL compatibility, but required extra circuitry for
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Fig, 1. Chronologyof memory systemdevelopmentat HP showsthe benefitsgained by using
the latest,best availablememorv components.
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addressmultiplexing. After careful consideration of
the alternativesit was decidedto usethe 16-pin4027
RAM as the basis for the new high-speed memory
system.
With the RAM decision made,project effort turned
to developing the circuit design for the new memory
controller and memory array board. The key question
was where in the systemto perform the addressmultiplexing required by the 16-pin RAMs. One possibility was to multiplex the addresseson the memory
controller. This had the advantage of yielding the
least expensivememory systembecauseonly one set
of multiplexing circuitry was required. The other alternative was to multiplex the addresson eachmemory anay module. This increased the cost of large
memory systems but offered very significant improvements in memory performance. By doing addressmultiplexing on the sameboard as the memory
components,the timing skewsintroduced by the buffers and interconnecting cablebetweenthe controller
and memory array boards could be eliminated. This
permitted using the RAMs at the limit of their specifications,thus allowing main memory accesstimes that
rivaled cache memory speedsin other computers.
This overriding performance advantage led to the
decision to perform the addressmultiplexing on the
individual array boards (Fig. 2).
This multiplexing solution had an important secondary benefit. It permitted a controller/memory
board interface compatible with that of the existing
M-Series.This created an interesting engineering
situation: if a memory interface could be designed
that would work with both the M-Series and the
E-SeriesComputers,it would be possibleto developa
universal memory array board that could be loaded

with high-speed+K RAMs to createhigh-speedmemory modules or loaded with standard-speed4K RAMs
to create standard performance memory modules.
Thus, previously developed standard-speedcontrollers, as well as future controllers (high-speedor lowspeed),could usethe samearrayboard.Also, by going
to a single printed circuit board based on 16-pin
RAMs, earlier boards based on 22-pin and 18-pin
RAMs could be phased out of production, leading to
significant efficiencies in component ordering,
scheduling, RAM device level testing, production,
training, and repair.
Before many months had elapsed, the idea of a
universal array board was taken one step further. At
that time, 16K RAMs were just beginning to be proposed by the memory vendors. Beforelong it became
clear that the industry standard on this future part
would be a 16-pin design with timing and interface
specificationssimilar to the 4O274K RAM. Therefore
the universal RAM array board was modified to be
able to use 16K RAMs as well as 4K RAMs. Minimal
additional circuitry was neededto provide this compatibility.
From this critical decision to the present,the development of memory systemsfor HP 1000 Computers has been reasonablystraighforward. The first
product to usethe universalto-pin-RAM arrayboard
was the high-speed memory subsystem for the
E-SeriesComputer. This consistedof a new highspeed controller board and a high-speed16K-word
memory module (the universal array board loaded
with high-speed aK RAMs). Shortly thereafter, a
memoryboardloadedwith slower4K
standard-speed
RAMs was made available for both E-Series and
M-SeriesComputers.

Error
Control
Signals

Mcmory Controllel

Memoly.:AnaY Board(s)
cls=ColumnAddressStore
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I

RAs=Row
AddressStore

Fig. 2. HP 1000 parity memory
system architecture. Doing address multiplexing on each memory array board mintmizes logic
skews and allows higher performance. Puttingthis functionin the
controller would have simplified
the memory array boards, but a
slower memory system cycle time
would have been necessary to
allow for timing uncertainties introduced by the memory system
cabling.

As soon as 16K RAMs becameavailable in sample
quantities, they were tested in the universal array
board.When production quantitiesbecameavailable,
the 64K-word arrayboard was releasedto production.
This fast progression from sample parts to finished
product occurred for both standard-speedand highspeed 16K RAMs.
FaultControlMemory
The 16-pinRAM arraymodulesand the high-speed
controller are not the only new memory products
recently added to the HP 1000 product line. Also
introduced have been standard-performanceand
high-performancefault control memory systems.By
correcting single-bit errors in memory, these new
products offer significant improvements in memory
systemreliability, thereby opening the door to many
new reliability-oriented applications.
HP's experiencewith MOS RAMs has shown that
once infant RAM mortalities have been weeded out
(normally after the first 500 to 1000 hours of operation), RAM devices have a fairly stable life period
characterized by random hard failures at rates of
per 1000 hours of operation.
O.O7o/o
to O.7o/o
RAM failures aretypically classifiedas hard or soft.
Hard failures are thosethat occur every time the malfunctioning bit or chip is accessed.Soft failures, on
the other hand, are intermittent, or non-repeatable.
Thesefailures manifestthemselvesmainly by the loss
of one bit of data in a RAM, and are usually attributable to RAM sensitivities to external conditions such
asnoisespikeson power suppliesor clocks,temperature extremes,and/ortiming variations, including refresh. Soft failures may alsobe causedby address/data
sensitivities within the RAM.

Write Data Path (CPU to Memory)

Experiencehas shown that soft failures are the predominant ones once this infant mortality period has
passedand that they usually affect only a single bit
within a RAM and a single RAM within a memory
word. Therefore,in most casessingle-bit error correction is sufficient to allow continued systemoperation.
Error correction works by coding the data word
with additional check (code)bits. Simple parity, used
in regular memory systems, is an example of a
single-bit error detecting code; information is encoded in just one bit more than the data bits. The
number of check bits required for single-bit error correction can be determined from the equation
zk>m+k+1 where k is the number of check bits required and m is the number of data bits. Thus in a
16-bit computer, five additional bits will provide
single-bit error correction.
In the HP 1000fault-control memory, six checkbits
are used.The addition of one more checkbit provides
double-bit error detection. This capability insures
that a double-bit error will not be mistakenly interpreted as a single-bit error and correctedto a wrong
value.
Many possible codes can be generatedfor 16 data
bits. A code is defined by parity equations for each
check bit. Valid codes have two characteristics:no
two check bits can be derived from exactly the same
set of databits, and no two databits can contribute in
the same way to all check bits. The particular code
used in the HP 1000fault control memory option was
chosen to minimize the number of parity generator
inputs so as to provide the fastest possible codegenerating and checking times and thus reduce the
memory cycle overheadincurred for error conection.
The fault control (error correcting) circuitry for the
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Fig.3. Fault control memory generates and slores sx check bits
(P16-P21
) on each write to memory. On each read from memory,
the six check bitsare regenerated
from the data bits (D0-D15)and
compared with the stored check
bits to form a two-octal-digit syndrome that indicates the type of
error, if any. Single-digit errorsare
automaticallycorrected by inverting the erroneous bit.
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Achieving Reliability in Semiconductor Memory Systems
The memorysystemsbasedon 16K RAMsarethe thlrdgenerationof semiconductormemory systemsfor HP 1000Computers,and are expectedto be the most reliableto date As a
resultof the lessonslearnedfrom prevrousmemoryproducts'
can
we havecome to understandthat good memoryreliability
of threethings:a good
onlybe achievedthrougha combination
electricaldesrgn,use ol very reliableRAMs' and a carefully
process.
plannedand executedmanufacturing

evaluationof the 16-pinRAMson the market.This evaluation
proceeded in two steps.The firstwas a seriesoJcharacterizatrontestsperformedon all available16-pinRAMsto determine
On the basisoJtheseinitial
devicemarginsfor our applications.
tests,a numberof vendorswere selectedto undergoa qualification process.The partschosenlor this second step undeMent
an elaborate series of tests that included package testrng,
125"C static and dynamic burn-ins,life testing in operating
computers(3 milliondevice hours equivalent),and system
testing.
compatibility

Design
Four importantdesign steps were takento assurememory
The tirstof thesewas the use of worst-case
systemreliabrlity.
designrulesforthe circuitdesign.The properoperatlonof every
and
circuitpathwascomputedandverifiedusingbothmrnimum
for all devices.All deviceswerepropmaxrmumspecifications
etc'
loading'powerconsumptlon'
erlyderatedlor temperature,
Second,a thoroughoperatrngconditioncheckoutof the
memoryboardswas performed.Ringingon signallines'power
supplyrippleand noise,and riseand {alltimesweremeasured
to insurethatthe printedcircuitboardversionof the theoretical
circuitsbehavedas expected,
Third,a thermalstudy was performed.Whilethe memory
systemintegratedcircuitswere in actualoperationin a comof all lCs on the boardweremeaputer,the casetemperatures
sured and used to compute device junctiontemperatures
were then comparedwithempiriTheselunctiontemperatures
cally derivedvaluesto exlrapolatedevice MTBFs(meantime
deviceMTBFswerethenused
The individual
betweenfailures).
MTBF
of
the boardto makesurethat
expected
the
calculate
to
the designwould meet the reliabilitygoals
round
The laststep in the designprocesswas an exhaustive
testing.Thistestinginvolvedrunnlngdlagnosof environmental
trcsandoperatingsystemssoftwarein heavilyloadedcomputer
exsystemsundervariousconditionsof operatlngtemperature
tremes,humidity,vibration,power variations,and static discharge.Thefirstroundof thesetestswas performedon the f irst
printedcircurtversionsof the boards,The resultsot thesetests
profiletestsled to layoutchangesdesigned
and of temperature
testswere reThe environmental
to increaseboard reliability.
peatedon the firstproductionrun of boardsto guaranteetnelr
undernormalproductionvariances
reliability

Manufacturing Process
processisthe
manufacturjng
a reliability-oriented
Developing
thirdand finalstepin achievinggoodmemorysystemreliability.
hasshownthatit is notenoughto developa reliable
Experience
design and selectRAM vendorswith reliableparts.MOS LSI
manufacturingis subjectto day{o-day fluctuationsthat may go
undetectedby the memoryvendor but dramaticallyaffectreliathe userof dynamicMOSmemoriesmust
bility.Consequently,
processto detectchangesin incoming
gearthe manufacturing
RAMsand eliminatepartsthat are bad or marginal.
The HP 1000 Computermanufacturingline is organized
aroundthis idea.All incomingRAMsare dynamicallyburnedin
at 125"Cfor 72 hours and then tested to the limitsof their
and lots
Lotfailureratesarecarefullymonitored,
specifications.
highfailureratesarereturnedto thevendor,
thathaveunusually
Fullytested RAMsfrom good lots are solderedinto boards and
100 hours.Board-level
the boardsare testedfor approximately
tests include vrbration,temperatureextremes,and system
compatibility.
flow discussedhere has evolvedover a
The manufacturing
numberof years,and the processcontinuesto evolveas new
failuremodesemergeand old failuremodesceaseto be important. Two examplesof this evolutionare cold testingat the
deviceleveland vibrationtesting.At one time all deviceswere
rndividually
testedat 0'C as wellas at 7O'C.As memoryvendors
the needfor
forcold sensitivities,
havelearnedto testaccurately
100%cold testinghas disappeared.Now,samplecold testtng
alongwith board-leveltemperatureextremetestingis adequate
to screenfor this failuremode. Vibrationtesting,on the other
hand,is a recentadditionto the manufacturingflow.Intermittent
failuresat the end of the productionline and in the fieldspotlightedthe needfor a screenof thistype.Sincethiswas begun,
intermittent
failureshavedroppedto a very low level.
The evolutionof the manufacturingprocessand the RAM
diagnosticsare criticalto ensuringcontinuingmemoryreliability. Typicalfailurerateso{ incomingRAMs range from 0 5% to
The manufactur3% (lotswithhigherfailureratesare rejected).
ing process weeds out bad RAMs to the extent that warranty
'1000
failureratesare expectedto be no greaterthan 0.03% per
hoursof operation.

RAM Reliability
ln eventhe most complexmemorysystem,each RAM conthan all the non-RAMcomponentscomtainsmoretransistors
bined.Giventhattherecan be anywheref rom34 to 1400RAMs
of RAMreliability
in a memorysystem,the dominantimportance
oecomesapparenl.
Forthisreason,oneof the principaleffortsin thedevelopment
of the 16-pinRAM familyproductswas an extensivereliability

with the check bits from memory to form a syndrome
for the data word. This syndrome is a six-bit code
word that can be decoded to indicate whether there
are no errors, an error in one of the 22 bits, or a
multiple-bit error. If there are no errors, the 16-bit data
word is passed to the CPU unchanged. When a
single-bit error is detected, the respective bit is inverted (to correct it) before the data word goes to the

standard and high-performance memory systems is
identical. The only differences are in memory timing.
Operation of the fault control system is as follows
(see Fig. 31.On a write to memory, the check bits are
formed and written to a separate fault control array
board that operates in parallel with the memory array
boards. When a memory location is read, new check
bits are generated from the 16 data bits and compared
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Memory
RAM Failure Rate I
System
(% per 1000 hr)
Size (bytes)
12 8 K
512K
1280K

0.08
0.12
0.08

o.12
0.08

o.'12

Parity System Error Correction System
Effective MTBF (hr)
M T B F( h r )
19.293
't4,772
5696
4184
2364
1719

27,283
27,186
20,011
19,727
10,699
10,485

Reliability lmprovement
Factor
1.4
1.8
3.5
4.7
4.5
6.1

CPU. In the caseof multiple-bit errors,the correction
featureis disabled,uncorrecteddatapassesto the CPU,
and a parity error signal is sent to the CPU. Action
from that point is a function of software control.
A number of featuresare included on the memory
controller board to assist in fault location. Six LEDs
display the syndrome and are updated whenever the
parity error signal is sent to the CPU.The error correction ability canbe disabledfor diagnosticpurposesto
activatethe parity error signal for single-bit errors;in
this case,the syndromeLEDscan be decodedto find
the erroneousbit. Another LED indicates whether a
single-bit error has occurred since the CPU was last
reset. Finally, as with the universal memory array
board,jumpering and loading options have been included on the memory controller and fault control
array boardsto allow a single printed circuit board to
be used for both standard-speed
and high-speedapplications.
The benefits of fault control are dependent on the
RAM failure rate (both hard and soft failuresJ, the
memory size, and the interval between preventive
maintenance periods (when all hard-failure RAMs
should be removedJ.Although the reliability improvement factor of fault control over parity can be
from 20 to 100 if only the RAMs are considered,the
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Flg. 4. Mean times between failures for parity and error correcting
memories. fhese rates are predicted for a system in the 1500to-5500-hour operating range.
System MTBFs are approximately
60"/o lower during the first 500
hours of operation.

improvement gained by using error correction in a
computer is more realistically a factor of about 1.5 to
20. This is because peripheral IC reliability becomes
an important factor when RAM failure rates approach
their burned-in levels.
In general, the contributions of fault control are
more noticeable for large memory systems and for
RAMs with high failure rates. Fig. 4 gives an example
of these considerations (calculated for the HP 1000
fault control memory system using 16K RAMs with a
1000-hour preventive maintenance interval).
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MultipointTerminalsfor HP 1000Systems
by DentonB. Anderson,MitchellB. Bain,and GaryJohnson
sured by meansof a ro-bit cyclic redundancycheck
(CRC-16)after each message.
Terminal operators can be developing programs
using any of the RTE facilities, or may be responding to customer-developedapplication programs.
The terminals can be HP 2645A or 2648A CRT Terminals in any combination. All of the HP 2645A/
2648A featuressuch as user-definablesoft keys, cartridge tape drives, printers, and graphics (26a8A)
are available.

ULTIPOINT IS A TECHNIQUEthat allows many
computer terminals to share one communications line. This means only one computer interface
and one pair of modems are needed, thus lowering
the communications cost to the user.
No longer a capability only of large mainframe
systems, multipoint is now available for HP 1000
Computers. The HP 1000 multipoint protocol is based
on IBM's binary synchronous communications procedure (Bisync). This protocol resolves line contention by addressed poll and select sequences, and
allows for extensive error detection and correction
(by retransmission).

AssuredTerminalAccess
The multipoint driver's terminal servicing algorithm assureseach terminal accessto the line by
examining the status of each terminal's equipment
tableentry sequentiallyand checkingfor activewrite,
read, or control requestsfrom a systemor user program. Write or control requests are serviced immediately.Readrequestsare honoredafterthe status
of all the other terminalshas beenqueriedonce.Terminals without active requestspending may be routinely polled so the operator can get RTE system
attention or a user-written program can be activated.
Terminals are assignedconventionalRTE equipment table (EQT) and logical unit (LU) numbers so
multipoint terminalsaretreatedthe sameasany other
RTE peripherals.Thus user programsmay use standard FORTRAN read and write statementsto communicate with multipoint terminals. Specifically,

A new microprocessor-basedinterface card and accompanying software were developed to implement
this protocol and reduce the CPU overhead involved.
The multipoint software consists of a driver and some
utilities. The firmware for the microprocessor and the
driver software were designed together, resulting in a
simple and logical interface between the computer
and the multipoint card. Tasks are partitioned so that
the driver software never concerns itself with communications protocol, modem control, error control,
time-outs, or messagecontent. The RTE-IV operating
system is interrupted only at the conclusion of a
transaction. Packed data strings, as many as 1000
characters at a time, are rapidly transferred between
the interface buffer and the HP 1000 main memory via
DMA (direct memory access). Data integrity is as-

HP 10CnSystam

Modems
(Optional)
Multipoint Line

----"Line
Table

Fig. 1. Multipoint allows many
tetminals to share one communicationsIine. ln HP 1000multipoint,
terminals are asslgned conventional RTE equipment table (EQT)
and logicalunit(LU)numberc,and
are treated like other peripherals.
The communicationsline a/so has
EQT and LU status.All of the EQT
numbers of a particular line are
stored in a linked list that descrlbes that line.

EOT
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eachblock (Fig. z).

programsalreadywritten for point-to-point terminals
will function unchanged with multipoint. Standard
RTE EXEC
calls are used,and programsmay be written
to take advantageof large block transfers.
All of the EQT numbers of a particular communications line are stored in a linked list that describesthat
line (Fig. 1). The head of the linked list is the line EQT
number and is pointed to by an entry in an eight-word
line table. Since the line and interface have EQT and
LU statusit becomespossiblefor the userto broadcast
messagesto all terminals on a line and to collect
status information using a "Who-Are-You" request.
There are four basic requeststhat the driver makes
to the interface:
r Poll/Select(for Read or Write)
r Unload Text (activate DMA after a Poll)
r Load Text (activate DMA after a Select)
r Transmit (terminate Load then send text).
The PolUSelectrequests specify which terminals
are to be queried, and the interface firmware builds
the communication messagesin conformance with
the protocol. The firmware adds the protocol control
charactersto the text blocks and computes and verifies the error control characters(CRC-16)at the end of

Low Overhead
With only routine polling taking place,the RTE-IV
overheadat 9600bits per secondis a constant60loand
10% for synchronousand asynchronouslines respectively. These figures are essentially independent of
the number of terminals on a line, but increaseproportionately with the number of lines. This overhead
actually decreaseswhile text information is being
exchanged.
In addition to the four basic driver requests a
number of control requestscan be made. These override certain default conditions (number of retries
when an error is encountered,messageblocking factors, etc.) and supplement the basic modem control
exercised by the firmware. These control requests
include the following:
r Time Delay
r Read Status
r ChangeRetry and Blocking Factors
r Read Modem Status
r Set Modem Controls
r Change Watchdog Time
r Reset(SeIfTest).
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(c) Communications Interchange (simplitied, driver-card exchanges annotated)
Note:
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Fig.2, HP 1000 multipoint protocol example, showing typical communications interchanges
betuveenthe multipoint software (driver), the multipoint hardware (card), and a terminal. The
handlesthe protocol requirements,
multipointinterfacecard, which is microprocessor-based,
relieving the computer of this burden.
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The multipoint interface card is equipped with
more modem control/status leads than are needed by
the standard Bell System modems. These extras are
passed to the user's program (through the software
driver) so that non-standard modems can be manipulated by user software.
An eight-bit configuration switch on the interface
card is set to match the multipoint network and terminal requirements of a given installation. The
switch is examined by the interface firmware at configuration time (power-up) and such details as synchronous/asynchronous timing mode, communication bit rate, and modem control states are initialized.
After initialization the data communications function is handled by the firmware in three general areas:
r The USART. Universal synchronous/asynchronous receiver/transmitter serializes and deserializes the data bits at the RS-232 interface.
r The Protocol. Examine each character. If a control
character, advance the protocol state. If a display
character. store in the buffer.
r Error Control. Check the protocol and compute the
CRC-16 check. Jf an error. advance to the error
control state.
The HP 2645A12648A protocol is based on IBM's
binary synchronous communication procedure
(Bisync), which can best be described as having many
states with relatively simple state transition rules.
The many states require that a microprocessor-based
controller have a relatively large control ROM, while
the simple transition rules assure that the microprocessor will be idling most of the time. At 9600 bits
per second, characters arrive every millisecond.
The multipoint interface card exploits this characteristic by doing the USART function in firmware, not
in LSI hardware. The USART routines are entered by
the interrupts from the modem clock or the on-board
baud rate generator (see block diagram, Fig 3). In
effect, the microprocessor is asked to "earn its keep"

and not idle so much.
Communicating in a half-duplex mode (sending
and receiving but not simultaneously), the interface is
capable of sustaining a rate of tg,zoo bits per second,
the upper limit of RS-z32. It can do this either synchronously or asychronously. In the latter case the
interrupts occur at eight times the bit rate.
Fast Microcontroller
For this scheme to work, a fast microprocessor with
good interrupt facilities is necessary.A fast microcontroller developed by Hewlett-Packard's Loveland Instrument Division and used in other HP products fills
the requirements for data communications admirablv.
At 9600 bits per second (the fastest terminal rateJ
the microprocessor is capable of executing 1536 instructions per eight-bit synchronous character and
1.920instructions per ten-bit asynchronous character
(start, eight-bit, and stop). The overall timing load is
illustrated in Fig. 4. Advancing the protocol state
requires some ninety instructions. The USART
routines can take as much as 2oo/oof the available time
and the CRC calculation another 1,5o/o.
The idle time is
spent in a "watchdog" state so the host computer can
expect a response from the interface no matter what
data communication or procedural failure might occur.
Although the foregoing timing analysis is an important consideration in assessingthe performance of
the microprocessor-based interface, the real value of
the front-end processor goes far beyond its speed. In
addition to the three basic communications functions
(USART, protocol, and error control), the microprocessor relieves the computer of the following
tasks:
r Power-up/self-test
r Initialize or override error retries
. Buffer management between the computer and the

Control ROM

Host
CPU
(HP 1000)

Terminals
(or Modem)
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Flg. 3. Multipoint interface card
performs three main functions:
USART (universal synchronousl
asynchtonous receiver ltransmitter), multipoint protocol, and
error control.
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DentonB. Anderson
an HP
DentonAnderson,
employeesince 1968,designed
the firmwarefor the HP 1000multipointterminalsystem,His earlier
projects have rncludedthe
912008televisioninterfaceand
the systempacerforthe 2313 data
acquisitionsystem.Born in
Richmond,California,
Dentonreceived his BSELdegree from
CaliforniaStatePolytechnicInstitute at San LuisObispo in 1965
and his MSEEdegree from StanfordUniversity
in 1967.Priortocollege, he spentthree-and-a-half
yearsin the U.S.Navyas an electronics
technicianand basic
includeflyfishinstructor.
electronics
Denton'soutsideinterests
ing, tennis and attendingsports car races. He also holds a
brown belt in Kung Fu and is an avid Stanfordfootballfan who
"nevermissesa homegame." Dentonis married,has a fouryear-olddaughterand livesin San Jose,California.

Transmii

Synchronous

Ffg. 4. Multipoint card microprocessor timing load at 9600 bits
per second, the fastest terminal
rate. The microprocessor can
execute 1920 instructions in the
time it takes to receive or transmit
each ten-bit asynchronous
character at this rate. Eight-bit
synchronous characters take /ess
time,enoughfor 1536instructions.
ln either case the microprocessor
idlesmuch of the time.

r Simplify host computerinterface,
information

return error state

Mitchell B. Bain
MitchBaindesignedthe hardware
terminal
fortheHP 1000multipoint
An HPemployee
systeminterface.
since 1966,Mitchhas also designedseveralof the communtcafor the 2100series
tionsinterfaces
computer.Beforecoming to HP,
heworkedas a designengineerat
F.L.MoseleyCo. (now HP's San
DiegoDivision).Born in Los
Angeles,California,
Mitch receivedhis BS degree in physics
fromCaliforniaInstituteof
Technologyand hastakenseveral
graduatecourses in computer
at LosAngelesand University
scienceat University
of California
of Californiaat Berkeley.Theauthorof severalpublishedpapers
Mitchis an alumniof the U.S.
andcomputers,
on instrumentation
NavyTreasurelslandRadioMaterielSchool.Mitchspends
muchof hissparetimecruisingand racinghis sailboatand is a
He alsoenjoystaking
memberof the U.S.CoastGuardAuxiliary.
colorphotographsand developingthem in his own darkroom.
is marriedand has four
Mitchlivesin MountainView,California,
daughters,ages 20 through27.

ii"w w. Johnson
Gary Johnsondesigned and imolementedthe softwarefor the HP
1000multipointterminalsystem.
WithHPsince1973,Garywasalso
develooerof the 7905 disc drive
versionof the DOS operatingsystem. He attendedthe Universityof
Michiganin electricalengineering
for one year betore becoming a
full-timestaff member at the university.During his sevenyears as
a U of M staff memberhe worked
as an engineerin the psychology
departmentand then as lab
supervisorfor the SimulationBesearchCenter(a divisionof the aerospaceengineeringdepartment).Gary was also an engineerfor Motown Recordsand
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duringhis one-yearU.S.Air Forceenlistment.
Bornin Pontiac,
Michigan,Gary is single,livesin San Jose,California,
and
enjoysyard work and workingwith his homevideotapesystem,
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r Build cannedmessages(Poll/Select)
r Get terminal configuration information (WhoAre-You request).
Thus the HP 1000 multipoint subsystemis a good
demonstration of th,e benefits of microprocessorbased interface cards. This approach allows more
complex protocolsto be used without further taxing
the RTE system.This preservesmore computational
power for the user.
The HP 12790A hardwale has two front-edgeconnectors,one with an RS-23LCinterfaceto connectto
the multipoint network, and the other with a miuoprocessorbus interface. The second connector is
invaluable in testing the interface.The bus connector
allows an easy connection to logic analyzers for

ABRIDGED SPECIFICATIONS
HP 1000Multipoint
OPERATING SYSTEM: 920644 RTE-M system (RTE-Mlll configuration) for
applicationprogram ex€cution and 920674 RTE-IV syslsm for both application
program gx€cutionand program preparation.
HARDWARE: 26454 and 2648A CRT torminalswith option 030 and 13260C/Dterminal interfae a@ossory.
NUTBER OF TERHINALS PER HULnPOINT LINE: Nominally, up to 32 tsr
minals can b€ conntrted to ths '!27904 intsrfacoVia a single muttipcintline.
NUMBER OF LINES PER SYSTEM: A maximum of eight multipoint linos (oight
12790A interlaces)€n bo supported per system.
NUMBEh OF TERilINALS PER SYSTEII: Limited by the system EOT number
allocation(63 maximum includingall other systsm psripherals).
SYSTET USE: The approximaterequiremsntlorotheruise user-availaueprocass. ing time at 9600 bps in an HP 1000 E-Sories Computer with standard porformance memory operaling under RTE-IV is:
SYNCHRONOUS:6%
ASYNCHRONOUS:
1@/.
INTERFACE TO NEAREST TERMINAL OR MODEil: 15.2 metres (50 tt),
maximum.
BETWEEN ANY TWO TERMINALS: 609 metres (2000 tt), mdimum.
TOTAL LINE LENGTH: 4876 metres (16000 ft.), not including distance between
modems.
POWER: Taken as reouiredirom HP 10OOComouter.
PRICElN U.S.A.:12790AInterface,$15O0:91730AOrivsr,S250.
IIANUFACTURINGDIVISION;DATA SYSTEMSDIVISION
.11000
Wotfe Road
Cupertino,California95O14U.S.A.

troubleshooting, and is connected to diagnostic
ROMs during production checkouts.
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